Abstract: This article describes the technical implementation of a "stripmap-like" interferometric processing flow that could be used for both Terrain Observation with Progressive Scans (TOPS) and ScanSAR. In this "stripmap-like" approach, the discontinuous bursts of wide swath mode for the same subswath are stitched into a continuous single look complex (SLC) image at the very beginning of the processing chain. For users who wish not to get into the complexity behind the wide swath mode and simply want to use the interferometric products, this implementation provides the identical processing steps and output products to the stripmap case. This implementation also features a user-friendly processing interface, where all the wide-swath-related processes are hidden under the hood. In addition, this approach makes the best use of an existing standard InSAR processing software. In this article, the complete common processing chain for TOPS and ScanSAR is elaborated and some key issues are discussed, starting from stitching, deramping to coregistration and enhanced spectral diversity (ESD). The authors also introduce a quick implementation of fine coregistration during the ESD step that does not require resampling the slave image using the conventional method.
Introduction

An Introduction to ScanSAR and TOPS
In the conventional stripmap mode, the range width is restrained by the pulse repetition frequency (PRF), nadir return and received window timing [1] . For the purpose of scanning larger areas by increasing swath width, in 1981, Tomiyasu [2] and Moore [3] proposed the ScanSAR mode. The name ScanSAR comes from the "scanning" antenna in different swaths as a trade-off to azimuth resolution. Nowadays, ScanSAR is widely implemented in most of the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) sensors including RADARSAT, Envisat, TerraSAR-X, COSMO, ALOS and ALOS-2.
The ScanSAR system is not initially designed for interferometry. It was not until the 1990s when Politecnico di Milano [4] and German Aerospace Center [5] started relevant work. One of the most successful ScanSAR interferometric applications is the SRTM mission in 2000 [6] , where the global topography was mapped in an 11-day mission. In 2005, the European Space Agency (ESA) started to release ScanSAR single look complex (SLC) products for the interferometric purpose.
However, despite the long history of ScanSAR interferometry, its scientific studies and applications are very limited for a few reasons. To start with, the first generation ScanSAR, such as Envisat ASAR, has a very low spatial resolution (8 m slant range × 80 m azimuth). The low Despite the increasing popularity of the wide swath mode, the interferometric process is still more complicated than the stripmap mode. For users who only have the basic familiarity with the stripmap mode, and simply wish to derive the interferometric product for their own Earth Observation (EO) applications, the burst mode of wide swath looks quite counterintuitive. This is because the burst mode SLC is not continuous in the azimuth (see Figures 1-3) , making it very different from the stripmap case and harder to interpret. In addition, the wide swath mode requires extra steps in the coregistration, including deramping/reramping and enhanced spectral diversity (ESD), that requires some fundamental understanding to the signal characteristics of the wide swath mode. Currently, one approach that is widely adopted in the SAR community for processing the wide swath mode (including both ScanSAR and TOPS) is to process each burst individually and to generate the burst interferogram. The burst interferogram is stitched into the continuous interferogram at the very last step. Examples of this approach are [21, 22] for ScanSAR, and [18, 23] for TOPS. The advantage of this approach is that it is straightforward to think about and easy to implement. One starts by reading in the burst mode SLC image. The coregistration (using the geometrical approach [24] ) and the ESD steps are all performed on the individual bursts. It should be noted that, although there are overlapping areas between adjacent bursts, they are not redundant information because they have different phase values. For this approach, the bursts are kept intact and no signals (for the overlaps between bursts) are thrown away. As the signals from the overlaps are required in the ESD step, they could be read conveniently from the resampled burst SLC. The burst interferogram is then generated from the resampled burst SLCs. The software development complexity for this approach is lower. An illustration of this approach is shown in Figure 1 . The system is three looked so that one target will appear in three adjacent bursts. Specifically, one target will appear at the right edge of the first burst, the middle of the second burst and the left edge of the third burst. Right: the continuous SLC image after stitching the 14 bursts together. The bright area in the center of the image is the city of Bam, Iran.
In this article, we propose another approach, which is to generate a continuous SLC image, identical to a stripmap SLC image, at the very beginning of the processing chain. The initiative of this approach is to provide a more user-friendly interface for users who do not wish to understand all the theories and processing steps of the wide swath mode, i.e., burst mode, stitching (in some literature this is referred as "debursting" [23] ), deramping, ESD, etc. Users will start by seeing the images (amplitude) exactly the same as for the stripmap mode. All the processing steps and outcomes (SLCs and interferograms) are identical to the stripmap case. For non-expert users, no extra steps or knowledge are required for data processing, and no difference will be noticed in the processing software interface. The wide-swath-related processes are implemented under the hood. Anyone with the basic understanding of stripmap interferometric processing flow could also process wide swath mode with this interface and processing flow, and derive interferometric/time series analysis products. In addition, the stripmap-like processing chain would take advantage of an existing and mature stripmap processing platform. The integration between the proposed processing flow for wide swath and existing stripmap processor would be more convenient in the aspects of processing platform development and maintenance. An illustration of this approach is shown in Figure 1 .
Stitching bursts into a continuous SLC at the very first step is not entirely a new idea. In the past, some software also implemented similar ideas [25, 26] . However, very few technical details were revealed in those references. In [27] 's paper, the author also implemented a very similar idea, but a lot of the details deviate from what will be discussed in this article. For example, in [27] 's paper, the author only performed the deramping process and modulated the signal to the baseband, but, in this study, we will still reramp the signal after the initial coregistration. The reason will be discussed in the next section.
In addition, there have been several studies on ScanSAR interferometry. To summarize, there are mainly two ways to focus ScanSAR image for the interferometric purpose. The first one is the "full-aperture focusing" [28] . The output SLCs of this focusing algorithm are similar to the stripmap (in the sense that the SLC is continuous in azimuth and there are no individual bursts) and could be used directly in the stripmap interferometric processing chain. Currently, ALOS-2 releases SLCs focused from the full-aperture algorithm [29] . The second method, called the burst-by-burst focusing method, is considered as the more standard approach. There are a few ways to focus burst-by-burst [4, 30, 31] , but they all deliver the burst mode SLCs. More discussions on the two focus approaches could be found in [22, 32] . In our work, we will mainly work with Envisat ScanSAR SLC images delivered by ESA, which is in this burst mode [33] . An example of the burst mode SLC is given in Figure 3 . Finally, it is worth mentioning the work of [34] where she studied the interferometry between ScanSAR and stripmap. In her work, she worked with burst mode ScanSAR SLC images. She focused the stripmap mode raw data by only extracting the spectrum that corresponds to the bursts in ScanSAR, so that a "ScanSAR-like" image is focused from stripmap raw data so that one can do stripmap-ScanSAR interferometry. In conclusion, most of the previous studies on ScanSAR interferometry were about different focus methods for ScanSAR and the interferometry between ScanSAR and stripmap (Note that, in the TOPS mode, due to the squint angle in azimuth, there would not be any azimuth common bandwidth with respect to the stripmap mode except for the very few lines in the middle of burst where the squint angle is close to zero, thus it is not possible to do TOPS-stripmap interferometry).
Compared with previous studies that showed similar ideas, this study will focus more on the technical details in the following aspects:
1. Designing the user-friendly "stripmap-like" interface for processing the wide swath mode.
As mentioned above, this interface, including the processing steps and all outcomes, will be identical to processing a stripmap; 2. Designing the common processing chain for ScanSAR and TOPS. Although ScanSAR and TOPS work differently in terms of imaging, a common processing chain is feasible because the two systems share a large portion of similarities and their impulse response functions (IRFs) are almost identical. Hence, the processing flow could be commonly used for both systems;
3. In addition, we propose a simple method for correcting the miscoregistration residual that is estimated during the ESD step. This method does not require a resampling of the slave SLC using the conventional interpolation methods, but only requires a modulation in the frequency domain. This method will be more efficient because it only requires a point-wise multiplication in the time domain.
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 shows the burst mode nature and azimuth IRF of ScanSAR and TOPS. The reason why ScanSAR and TOPS could use the same interferometric processing chain is explained based on their IRFs. Section 3 describes the technical details behind the implementation of the common interferometric processing chain. A quick way of doing slave resampling in the ESD step is also introduced here. Section 4 briefly compares the conventional approach and the "stripmap-like" approach by using real data. Section 5 is the conclusion. Appendix A shows some interferogram examples for TOPS and ScanSAR data. Figure 4b . The satellite starts with subswath 1. By electronically steering the antenna back-to-forth along the azimuth direction, the scan covers a longer area in the same scanning duration of stripmap mode (Figure 4a ). In TOPS mode, the steering angle usually goes from −0.6 • to 0.6 • in the azimuth direction. A complete antenna steering back-to-forth is called a burst. Inside one burst, the image is continuous (means the sampling grid is even). After scanning one burst in the first subswath, the antenna switches to the next subswath by adjusting the incidence angle. Upon completion, in a two-subswath system, the system will then switch back to the first subswath and scan the next burst. To make sure the final image (after stitching) is continuous and does not have any gaps, the consecutive bursts from the same subswath will have a small overlapping area. This means that every target inside the overlapping area is scanned twice from different squint angles. This overlapping area is critical for the coregistration purpose. The typical overlap is around 120 valid lines (around 2 km on the ground). TOPS burst mode trades resolution in azimuth for broader coverage in range. To scan more subswaths, the time duration for scanning each burst will decrease. Hence, the azimuth bandwidth will decrease. This will correspondingly decrease the azimuth resolution. The antenna sweeps in the azimuth direction so that at the same time a bigger area in azimuth could be scanned when comparing with the stripmap mode. The antenna then switches to the next subswath by increasing nadir angle. For the same subswath and adjacent bursts, there is always a small portion of overlap to ensure the image could be mosaicked without any gaps. Each burst is in a different color; (c): a simplification of ScanSAR working mode with three subswaths. Here, the color is used to highlight the time period for scanning different subswaths. Similar to TOPS, bursts in the same subswath will have an overlap area to make sure a continuous SLC could be stitched. The biggest difference between ScanSAR and TOPS is that ScanSAR does not steer antenna electronically in the azimuth direction. Antenna beam pattern is only switched between subswath by adjusting the nadir angle.
TOPS impulse response function as a function of azimuth time is [35, 36] :
( 1) η is the azimuth zero doppler time; η c is the beam center crossing time; s a is the azimuth envelope of compressed target and is typically a sinc(·) function; R 0 is the slant range of closest approach to the target; K t is the doppler centroid rate in the focused TOPS SLC data; f η c is the doppler centroid frequency without introducing the steering of the antenna, and could be thought of equivalent to the doppler centroid in the stripmap case. Since TOPS is total zero doppler steered [13] , f η c is very close to zero (a measured 6.2 ± 19.494 Hz for S1).
Here, it is worth stating a few notes regarding the IRF of TOPS:
1. This equation is the most important point in this article. Everything hereinafter is based on this equation: stitching, deramping, coregistration, etc. This equation is what makes TOPS different from the stripmap mode. However, the equation is really very simple, elegant and the only difference between TOPS and stripmap [37] is the last term in the equation, the quadratic phase term exp{jπK t (η − η c ) 2 }. The intuitive understanding of this term is the extra doppler introduced by the steering of the antenna along the azimuth.
2. This extra quadratic phase term is also a legitimate measurement of the slant-range distance to the point target and it provides the real distance for the zero doppler geometry [16] . Therefore, this term needs to be preserved and can not be discarded if we want to do interferometry. 3. This quadratic phase term is azimuth dependent and is responsible for the high coregistration accuracy requirement along the azimuth direction. For example, in the presence of a miscoregistration time of δη in the azimuth direction, the interferometric phase error would become 2πK t ηδη and varies with azimuth time η. A special coregistration method, enhanced spectral diversity (ESD), is required for perfect spectral alignment. In addition, this quadratic phase term exceeds the PRF. By Nyquist sampling theorem, when the bandwidth exceeds sampling rate (in complex domain), an alias occurs when resampling. To work around, the quadratic term and baseband term needs to be resampled separately. This is well known as the deramping and reramping process.
Bursts Nature and Impulse Response Function of ScanSAR
An illustration of ScanSAR with three subswaths is shown in Figure 4c . The first difference between ScanSAR and TOPS is that the antenna beam is not steered in the azimuth direction in ScanSAR mode. At the very beginning, by adjusting the nadir angle, the antenna scans the first subswath for a certain time period. During the scanning in one subswath, the sending/receiving of pulses is identical to the stripmap case. This process is colored as black in Figure 4c . Then, the satellite adjusts the nadir angle and starts to scan the second subswath for another certain time period. This process is colored as blue. Then, the third subswath, is colored in orange. After all subswaths are scanned, the satellite switches back to the first subswath and scans the second burst. This cycle continues as the satellite flies along. Similar to TOPS, the time period for scanning each burst is carefully calculated so that there is enough overlap area for stitching the bursts into a continuous SLC image. Note that it is not necessary to follow the sequence of subswath 1 to 2 to 3. For Envisat ScanSAR, there are five subswaths, and the scanning sequence is 1, 3, 5, 2, 4 and then back to 1.
The scalloping effect of ScanSAR is explained in Figure 5 . For the stripmap mode, every target on the ground is illuminated by the full antenna pattern, which has the shape shown in Figure 5a shaded in green. In ScanSAR mode, every target is only illuminated by part of the full antenna pattern because, during the other time period, the antenna is switched to other subswaths for scanning. Figure 5c shows the case of Envisat ScanSAR, where each target is illuminated three times. This means that the same target will appear in bursts 1, 2 & 3 but at different positions with different amplitude gain. This is referred to "three looks". For the target that appears at burst edges, the received echo from the target will have the minimum gain and minimum SNR due to the roll off of amplitude envelope function. This is the scalloping effect. As a comparison, it could be seen in Figure 5b that in TOPS mode all targets are illuminated by the complete antenna beam pattern. The difference between TOPS and stripmap is that TOPS scans the target for a shorter time period and thus has a smaller azimuth bandwidth.
At last, it can be seen from Figure 5 that, in both ScanSAR and TOPS system, the beam center crossing time (time of the amplitude gain peak) is not equal to zero doppler time in general, which means that an additional doppler centroid will be introduced to their IRF in azimuth direction when comparing with stripmap. For the ESA focused Envisat ScanSAR SLC product, the IRF on azimuth direction is [38] :
where K a is the azimuth frequency modulation (FM) rate. All other notations are the same as in Equation (1) . Note that, In ScanSAR's IRF, the envelope is centered at η c . s a (η − η c ) is the mathematical expression for the scalloping effect, as we can see that the targets at burst edges will have smaller amplitude value since s a (·) is usually a windowed sinc(·) function.
Similarities between TOPS and ScanSAR
If one compares the azimuth IRF of TOPS and ScanSAR, it could be seen that the two IRFs share much resemblance. Except for the envelope function, the only difference is that in the TOPS system the azimuth FM rate is represented as K t where its derivation is given in [35] , but, in the ScanSAR system, the azimuth FM rate is represented by K a to show the distinction. The similarity determines that the processing flow for the two systems could be used interchangeably. In addition, it should be noted that the f η c in Equation (1) and K a η c in Equation (2) are equivalent.
The three key steps for wide swath interferometric processing come naturally from the burst mode nature and IRF function. Firstly, the bursts need to be stitched into a continuous SLC image. Secondly, the quadratic phase term in IRF exceeds PRF so that deramp is required to bring the signal to baseband before resampling. Finally, as mentioned in Section 2.1, the ESD method is required for meeting the high coregistration accuracy. In the next section, the detailed processing methods will be presented. Figure 6 shows the complete proposed interferometric processing flow. In sequence, the proposed processing chain includes the following steps: (1) stitching all bursts together into a single SLC image; (2) deramping the quadratic phase of each burst; (3) conducting the initial coregistration either using the cross-correlation method [9] or the geometrical method [24] ; (4) reramping the resampled quadratic phase back to resampled (coregistered) slave image; (5) conducting the fine coregistration using the enhanced spectral diversity method and compensating for the miscoregistration that is estimated by ESD; and (6) generating the interferogram. Some of the standard process details could also be found in [18] . The interferometric processing chain for ScanSAR is identical to the TOPS case. In this section, we will address some key steps, issues and new implementations in our approach. 
The Interferometric Processing Flow
Stitching Bursts
TOPS
As shown in Figure 4b , there is always an overlapping area between adjacent bursts so that one could stitch them together seamlessly. The idea is simple. The zero doppler azimuth time tag for each line is used for stitching. As shown in Figure 7 , take one target standing inside the bursts overlapping area as an example. The target would be illuminated twice at time t 1 and t 2 . However, the zero doppler azimuth time for this given target is unique because the zero doppler position of the satellite with respect to the target is unique. Sentinel-1 SLC is focused to zero doppler azimuth time and this time tag is written for every target. The zero doppler time tag could be used to identify the same target in burst one and burst two. The stitching is done accordingly. Another thing to make sure is the following: for the target shown in Figure 7 , there will be two time-tags written for this target, recorded separately in burst 1 and burst 2. It is important to make sure that the two time tags have negligible difference during the SLC formation process. Since TOPS coregistration requires a 0.001 pulse repetition interval (PRI) coregistration accuracy [18] , the time tag difference should be much smaller to avoid introducing extra error during the ESD steps. For validating purposes, we take one slice of S1A that consists of 117 bursts and one slice of S1B that consists of 135 bursts. The time difference in the unit of PRI for the same target in burst i and i + 1 are plotted as histograms and shown in Figure 8 . The result shows that the variations are all within 2 × 10 −4 PRI, one-fifth of 0.001 PRI. An accurate regular sampling space means that after stitching the sampling space remains a constant and no further resampling is needed. As a matter of fact, in the early experimental stage of S1A, it has been reported that [39] the time difference for stitching can be as high as 0.01 pixels, which means a resampling process is needed when stitching so that all pixels are in a common sampling grid. The issue was reported to be resolved by ESA later on.
Finally, due to Sentinel's burst nature, concatenating more than one consecutive SLC in the azimuth direction for the same subswath is the same as stitching the bursts. The way that most SLCs delivered by ESA consist of nine bursts per subswath is merely a human-made rule. It is a trivial step to stitch consecutive SLCs in the azimuth direction. A total of 117 adjacent bursts are selected for the S1A track 27 and 135 bursts for S1B track 166.
ScanSAR
A typical ScanSAR burst is much shorter than TOPS burst. For example, one burst in Envisat ScanSAR consists of 48 lines. In the metadata, the zero doppler azimuth time for each line is used for stitching together the bursts using the method described in Section 3.1. Envisat ScanSAR SLC distributed by ESA is three looked. Multilooks in the ScanSAR system is the guarantee to a continuous SLC when stitching. Theoretically, a three-look system with 48 lines means that one could stitch the SLC using either the first 16 lines, the middle 16 lines or the last 16 lines. However, different from the case of TOPS, where one can stitch using either look, it is suggested to always use the middle 16 lines for stitching purposes. In the first place, due to the scalloping effect, the lines in the middle have the highest SNR and the lines at the edge have the lowest SNR. For interferometric purposes, it is proposed to select the lines with higher SNR and hence higher coherence; in the second place, there are always a few lines at the very edge with zero value. For Envisat ScanSAR, approximately 8 out of the 48 lines are zero-padded data so that the size of bursts are consistent. If one stitches using the first or last 16 lines, then the lines with zeros will show up in the stitched SLC.
Deramp
TOPS
The deramping step comes directly from the IRF (Equation (1)). Again, TOPS is total zero doppler steered, which means, in Equation (1), f η c is close to zero and is also range independent (in reality, f η c still varies in range, but the variation is very small and could be considered negligible [35] ). The azimuth bandwidth without the quadratic term for TOPS is around 313 Hz and the PRF is approximately 486 Hz. However, with K t around 1750 Hz/s and η − η c taking 1.35 s maximum, the maximum bandwidth for the quadratic term is around 3200 Hz, almost seven times the sampling rate. According to Nyquist theorem, resampling Equation (1) directly will alias the signal. The solution is to separate the quadratic phase term from the baseband signal, resample them separately, and put them together afterward. A comprehensive instruction on deramping is given in [35] .
A plot of the spectrum before and after the deramping process is shown in Figure 9 . To emphasize the azimuth-dependent quadratic phase before deramping, the spectrogram is also plotted in the azimuth direction. A linear variation in azimuth direction in the frequency domain could be observed. By Equation (1), one should know that the slope in Figure 9b is equal to 2πK t . After deramping, two things happen: (1) the spectrum does not vary in azimuth anymore; and (2) the spectrum is limited to within PRF. At this point, the deramped slave image could be resampled aliasing-free.
There are two trivial things regarding this topic:
1. TOPS is zero doppler steered, and f η c is very close to zero. For the resampling process, it is not necessary to demodulate azimuth frequency to baseband, since the PRF (486 Hz) of TOPS system left enough margin in azimuth bandwidth (313 Hz). However, when one is using S1A or S1B data from their commissioning phase (S1A is before September 2014, S1B is before September 2016), it has been reported that the doppler centroid frequency could exceed 100 Hz [13, 40] . In such cases, it is advised to also demodulate to baseband before the resampling process. 2. Figure 9e ,f shows that the range spectrum is baseband. This means that no extra care needs to be taken during the resampling process on the range direction. 
ScanSAR
Again, to comply with the Nyquist sampling theorem, ScanSAR IRF needs to be deramped to baseband before doing the resampling process in coregistration. Note that, since Envisat ScanSAR system is not total zero-doppler steered, for resampling purposes, one needs to remove both the quadratic phase and the linear modulation phase when deramping. Figure 10 shows the deramping and demodulation process of a sample burst from the same data in Figure 3 . Figure 10a ,c is the azimuth spectrogram and spectrum before deramping. The azimuth bandwidth is much higher than the system PRF, thus the spectrum is under-sampled and severely aliased. Figure 10b,d is after deramping. The azimuth bandwidth becomes baseband and is limited to PRF. Remember that, in the TOPS system, the PRF (486 Hz) is significantly higher than azimuth bandwidth (∼300 Hz), so that there is some tolerance if the doppler centroid is shifted by a little. Here, it can be seen in Figure 10b ,d,e that the PRF is just over the azimuth bandwidth with almost no margin left. This means that one needs to know (or estimate) precisely the doppler centroid and make sure that the azimuth spectrum is totally baseband and aliasing-free before the resampling process. 
Initial Coregistration and Reramping
There are in general two methods for doing the initial coregistration. The first one is the cross-correlation-and-linear-transformation method [9] . The second approach is the geometrical approach [24] . The geometrical approach is often favored by the InSAR community for processing wide swath data. There are a couple of reasons for this:
1. The geometrical method purely depends on the accuracy of orbital state vectors and local DEM. S1 provides precise orbits with an accuracy of 5 cm [41] , equivalent to a coregistration accuracy of 0.004 pixels [42] ; 2. The accuracy of the geometrical method does not depend on the size of the processing area.
Thus, one can apply this coregistration method to each individual burst. On the other side, if one uses the cross-correlation-and-linear-transformation method in the coregistration step, then coregistering the stitched SLC image will have a better accuracy than applying the coregistration with respect to each individual bursts because the coregistration accuracy in general increases with the image size. Stitching the bursts together will give us a bigger image and thus a better coregistration accuracy than performing the coregistration burst by burst.
More details on the comparison between the two coregistration methods are discussed in [42] . Regarding the concerns of this article, no matter which method is to be used, the essence is to estimate the pixels' offsets between master and slave. Then, resample the deramped slave image accordingly, which is identical to the stripmap case. For resampling the quadratic phase, only the phase part φ = πK t (η − η c ) 2 in Equation (1) is resampled. This is a real number and could be resampled without getting any alias. After the real part is resampled, it is wrapped inside the exp(j·) operator and multiplied to the resampled baseband signal. This step is referred to as reramping.
Enhanced Spectral Diversity and a Quick Implementation of Correcting the Coregistration Error
TOPS
Coregistration can be thought as an "alignment" process, where one must align pixels of master and slave images perfectly. Since the complex number can be expressed as A · exp(jφ), coregistration can be thought as aligning the amplitude and the phase of master and slave image. In the case of TOPS, there is an extra quadratic phase term. The quadratic phase term has a very high frequency, thus a higher "alignment" accuracy is required to avoid the phase error due to a misalignment. In stripmap case, however, the frequency is much lower, so that a lower coregistration accuracy is enough to avoid phase bias. In addition, there is no quadratic phase term in stripmap, so a miscoregistration in stripmap will only add a constant phase bias to the entire image. For the wide swath mode, it turns out that none of the two initial coregistration methods (cross-correlation or geometrical approach) could achieve the required coregistration accuracy due to the high-frequency term in TOPS [18] , and the enhanced spectral diversity method [43] is needed.
From Equation (1), suppose now there is a miscoregistration time ∆t in the slave image, the phase difference between master and miscoregistered slave is:
For simplicity, it is assumed that η c = 0 in Equation (1) (η c only serves as a reference time and do not change the final conclusion). ∆R = R S 0 − R M 0 is the difference of R 0 between master and slave. In Equation (3), there are two unknowns, ∆R and ∆t, but only one observation, s S (η + ∆t) · s * M (η), known as the interferogram. The system is underdetermined and there is no solution for ∆t. However, if we took another measurement. Then, there are two measurements for two unknowns and then the unique solution for ∆t could be found. In TOPS, as shown in Figure 7 , the targets inside the burst overlapping area receive two measurements from two different squint angles (another equivalent terminology is "two looks". In Figure 6 , the terminology "look" is used). With the two measurements (looks), one will be able to calculate ∆t. Here, we denote s S (η + ∆t) · s * M (η) as Ifg. Then, ESD will generate a so-called "cross-interferogram" by the conjugate multiplication of the two measurements:
The complex conjugate multiplication cancels out most of the terms in Equation (3) . A is the amplitude envelope. If we denote the phase in Equation (4) as:
Now, it becomes an equation with one observation and one unknown. Note that φ ESD could be easily read from the cross interferogram phase. Hence, the miscoregistration time ∆t is derived.
We introduce here a quick implementation of correcting the miscoregistration time ∆t without the necessity of resampling the slave image again. In the first place, note that ∆t is usually very small. Take ∆t = 165 µs as an example (corresponds to 0.1 pixel misalignment, which is 100 times the required coregistration accuracy) and f η c as 20 Hz. Then, in Equation (3), πK t ∆t 2 ≈ 1.5 × 10 −5 . This is a constant term for the whole image with very small values. In addition, we assume that the envelope function s a (η) do not change significantly when shifting by a small amount ∆t. Taking an approximation by neglecting the last term with ∆t 2 in Equation (3), one could have the following:
Since it is assumed that the envelope function value does not change when shifting only a small amount, they canceled out when deriving Equation (6) from Equation (3). Now, by combining Equations (6) and (5), one would have:
The last term in Equation (7) is a constant phase term for the whole burst. This term is usually very small and is only adding a constant phase to the full image. A constant phase would not have any impact on the interferogram since it is already a double-reference measurement. Thus, the equation becomes:
This equation says that ESD could be applied by simply multiplying a linear phase term as a function of azimuth time η to the miscoregistered slave image. It does not involve any resampling process. Equation (8) also shows that no knowledge of the doppler centroid rate K t is actually required for implementation. Theoretically, this is only true if we assume that K t is exactly the same for the two different measurements. In reality, the variation of K t for two different bursts is very small, so that we could safely consider K t a constant value and accept this conclusion. At this point, we could conclude the complete interferometric processing flow for TOPS.
ScanSAR
The coregistration, reramping and ESD steps are really just replicates of TOPS case. The steps are identical to TOPS case and will not be discussed here furthermore. It is only worth mentioning that, due to the presence of the quadratic phase term that exceeds the PRF, ESD is also a must for a ScanSAR system. Figure 11 shows the interferogram with and without applying the ESD. 
Comparison between the Conventional Method and Proposed Method with Real Data
We could see from previous discussions that the proposed approach only switched the process sequences of the conventional approach based on considerations of software compatibility, applicability and user interaction. In theory, there should be no difference between the proposed approach and the conventional approach in terms of the final interferometric product. The computing complexity is also in the same order; though we care more about the correctness of the interferogram. A validation of the correctness of the proposed approach is shown in Figure 1 .
In this example, we applied both the "stripmap-like" approach and the conventional approach to a full subswath that contains nine bursts (Dataset used in this example: subswath 2, S1A_IW_SLC__1SS V_20150121T134257_20150121T134325_004270_005317_EA62, S1A_IW_SLC__1SSV_20150214T134257_ 20150214T134324_004620_005B16_532B). Subswath 2 covers the city of Las Vegas. The geometrical method is used as the initial coregistration method for both approaches, and the reason for this was explained in Section 3.3. Figure 1 shows the important intermediate products for both approaches. This experiment shows that the final interferograms from the two approaches are identical.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a "stripmap-like" and user-friendly interferometric processing flow that could apply for both of the wide swath modes, TOPS and ScanSAR. Instead of a burst-wise processing chain, it is proposed to stitch the bursts into a continuous SLC image at the very beginning of the processing chain. There are mainly two benefits behind this approach. In the first place, this approach enables a more user-friendly processing interface, especially for a non-SAR-expert who only wishes to apply wide swath interferometry as a tool. In the second place, the proposed method would fit into an existing stripmap processing chain with all the TOPS related processing steps applied under the hood. Regarding the interferometric processing chain, a few key issues during the processing chain are addressed, and we demonstrated a quick implementation of TOPS fine coregistration in the enhanced spectral diversity step without the need to resample the slave image for the second time. Two interferometric examples regarding TOPS and ScanSAR are shown with this processing chain.
At last, it should be worth mentioning that the proposed processing flow and the interface are already implemented into an existing SAR/InSAR processing package, SARPROZ [44] , and is open to the public users. This processing package already helped other research groups doing their own applications and provided some interesting outcomes [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] .
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Appendix A. TOPS Interferogram Examples
In this section, two "classic" examples of TOPS interferograms are shown. The first interferogram presented in Figure A1 is between a pair of images that comes from the early phases of S1A in January and February of 2015 (Dataset used in this example: S1A_IW_SLC__1SSV_20150121T134257_20150121T 134325_004270_005317_EA62, S1A_IW_SLC__1SS V_20150214T134257_20150214T134324_004620_005B 16_532B, S1A_IW_SLC__1SSV_20150121T134322_20150121T134349_004270_005317_6A6E, S1A_IW_SL C__1SSV_20150214T134322_20150214T134349_004620_005B16_3245). The area of interest (AOI) is Las Vegas and the Mojave desert in Nevada, USA. The desert area usually means a very high coherence. High coherence means that the dataset is the best candidate for testing the interferometric processing flow. The same dataset is also presented by [27] . The results from the reference and here are identical. The second example shown in Figure A2 is a very good demonstration of TOPS's capability of large area monitoring, which is exactly what TOPS is designed and served for. On 16 September, 2015, an earthquake with magnitude 8.3 hit offshore near Illapel, Chile. The huge impact of this major earthquake affected at least an area of 80000 km 2 , and the Argentina capital city Buenos Aires 1110 km away from the epic center could feel the shake. In such cases, TOPS provided images from both ascending and descending tracks. By concatenating a couple of SLCs, one can understand the full picture of this major earthquake and response promptly. Figure A2 presents two interferograms from two different tracks. The epic center of the earthquake could be quickly located at the center of the fringes, and, by counting the number of fringes, one could quickly understand the magnitude of the earthquake. Dozens of studies have been carried out for this earthquake using the Sentinel dataset. 
Appendix B. ScanSAR Interferogram Example
In this section, one pair of ScanSAR interferometric products is processed after implementing the ScanSAR processing chain (Dataset used in this example: ASA_WSS_1PXPDE20030921_060659_000 000602020_00077_08147_0003, ASA_WSS_1PXPDE20040208_060718_000000492024_00077_10151_0004). The fringe is shown in Figure A3 and it records the Bam earthquake that happened on 26 December 2003 with magnitude 6.6. The master and slave images are taken on 21 September 2003 and 8th February 2004, respectively. Despite the half-a-year-time-interval, a good burst synchronization (91% [52] ), a small normal baseline (137 m) and the fact that the AOI is located in a deserted area, all reduced other decorrelation factors. The interferogram is multilooked by 6 in the range direction so that the resolution in two directions are similar. The azimuth resolution is 80 m. The earthquake pattern is explicitly revealed by the interferogram. Note that there is a noisy line at around 1600 azimuth pixels on this interferogram. This is because a full burst is totally decorrelated in the SLC we got from ESA, which results in 18 totally noisy lines (after the stitching) on the interferogram. 
